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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

Cleveland’s Fieldmoor Cancer Center begins operations  

Over 5,000 community members attended the grand opening celebration of Mallory Hospital System’s $5.2 million 

Fieldmoor Cancer Center. Full amenities will be available to patients starting Monday.  

Fieldmoor is the largest cancer center in Ohio, and the third largest in the eastern half of the United States. It has 

been hailed as the most innovative treatment center in the United States by the American Medical Association 

board, thanks to the integration of both traditional and holistic medicine into patients’ treatment regimens.  

“Fieldmoor will offer its patients access to everything,” said MHS CEO Malcolm Prinfield during the dedication 

ceremony. “We will fight cancer with every option available to us. We will treat body and soul.”  

Following the 11 a.m. dedication ceremony, visitors streamed into the airy sandstone and glass lobby to partake in 

healthy snacks, attempt yoga stretches and meditation techniques, relax with chair massages, meet the top-ranked 

oncologists who have joined Fieldmoor, and tour the brand new facility.  

Children decorated dozens of ceramic tiles and canvases with inspiring messages and brightly colored figures 

which will be used to adorn the treatment rooms.  

Prinfield said that the grand opening was a tremendous success and that the community members he spoke with 

were very impressed with the facility.  

“We were excited to see the new hospital,” said Cleveland Heights resident Rose Lewater. “Mallory doctors saved 

my mom from a heart attack and treated my construction-worker husband for various injuries. And now they’ll 

probably help my father-in-law win his fight against skin cancer. We’re lucky to have Fieldmoor here.”  

About Mallory Hospital Systems  

Mallory Hospital Systems, Inc. is Northeast Ohio’s premier medical services provider, offering patient pediatric to 

geriatric care, and everything in between. Ranked in the top 10 hospital systems nationwide by “U.S. News and 

Global Reports,” MHS is comprised of Mallory Hospital, Sunshine Babies and Children’s Hospital, Tireton Wom-

en’s Hospital, and Urban One, Cleveland’s only Level I trauma center, providing world-class care.  


